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Greenland 2003

These notes are based on the 18 reports received in response to 47 requests for
information.

Ice Cap Crossings
Once again, proposed attempts to cross the Inland Ice dominated the
expedition applications received by the Danish Polar Centre: 30 of the 48
permits issued were for crossing the ice cap, mostly by the 'trade route'.
This lies between the airfields at Kulusuk (east coast) and Kangerdlugssuaq
(west coast), although it is encouraging to note that at least two groups
chose and completed a more northerly and longer route. However, a permit
is one thing; crossing the ice cap is another. As Eigil Knuth, one of the old
Danish explorers who made the crossing in 1936, said, 'more than anything
else it is a mental experience'. It seems that many who attempted the crossing
may not have had that in mind, since by the end of April of the 12 parties
that had started from the east coast, 8 had required rescuing! This pattern
of widespread failure on the east coast continued despite many present-day
expeditions being flown over the difficulties of the coastal glaciers directly
onto the Inland Ice. The problems were partly a result of generally poor
weather and the early season ferocity of the Piterak, a strong katabatic
wind for which the starting area of the trade route is notorious. However,
such an outcome and the attendant wasted hours of flying time should
surely encourage the Greenland authorities to try and ensure that future
parties have appropriate experience and are better prepared.

One of the first of the crossing expeditions was the 'Two girls through
Greenland', composed of Anouk Christaens (Belgium) and Phanelie
Berthon (France) who in good weather were helicoptered onto the Inland
Ice from Ammassalik at 700m on 1 April at the commencement of three
weeks' bad weather. Knee-deep snow dictated that they modified their
objective from IluIlisat, latitude 69° 25' to Kangerdlugssuaq, latitude 67°.
After experiencing high winds of up to l50km/hr in which they could not
stand, the weather improved in the middle of April and they were able to
increase their speed to 27km/day. When they were almost at the Volkswagen
test facility which exists on the western edge of the ice cap, the fact that
their satellite telephone would not work became somewhat critical when
Anouk was unable to continue. Apparently by pure chance, two hours after
they stopped, a small plane with American scientists on board landed next
to their tent and took them off after 33 days en route.
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In early April the first west-east traverse party, 'The Ice 2003', left
Kangerdlugssuaq heading for Ammassalik and consisting of S0ren M0ller,
Jakob M0nsted, Thomas R0dtnes, Karsten S0rensen, Aanders Steffensen,
Lars Thomsen, and Jakob Thomsen. They reached the east coast having
experienced extremely high winds for two days but otherwise no problems.

Michael Charavin and Lyonel Chalant (France) started from Isortoq on
the east coast on 11 April and made slow progress at first due to heavy
pulks and heavy snow. On 14 April they were hit by a three-day storm,
possibly the same Piterak as that reported by 'Two girls through Greenland'
(see above) with winds of 150km/hr. The wind destroyed their VE25 North
Face tent but they had to wait inside the collapsed tent for 30 hours until
they could make a retreat to Isortoq without calling for outside help.

On 22 April the Greenland veteran Ramon Larramendi together with
Luis Miguel, Lopez Soriano and Juanma Viu (Spain) started from Isortoq
on the east coast and pulled their 'Kitesled' for seven days until they were
able to raise the sails. The now proven 'Kitesled' is made of three sledges
lashed together to make a platform 6m x 3m, riding on four runners. A tent
was permanently pitched on the platform and the previous year, on a journey
from the south of Greenland to the far north, Ramon claimed it was possible
for one person to sleep or cook while the kite pulled the 'Kitesled' at speeds
up to 383kmlday. Ramon wished to use this year's trip to assess how the
'Kitesled' would sail against the wind before the highest point of the ice
cap was reached. They were in fact forced to the south somewhat, but
reached Kangerdlugssuaq after 18 days on 10 May having encountered
only one strong storm and with a fastest speed of 116km in nine hours.

On 24 April Mike Darrah and David Dow (USA) of the Darrah-Dow
Trans-Greenland Expedition began their preparations to leave the east coast
as several expeditions were being rescued. They started from sea level near
Isortoq and made good progress at first since, having saved weight by not
carrying a rifle, they were spurred on to their first camp some 500m above
sea level by the sight of fresh polar bear tracks at sea level. They pulled
75kg loads in home-made kevlarlcarbon fibre pulks. Shortly into the journey
both suffered with the toes of their telemark boots shearing off (why does
this still keep happening?). They were able to repair them, but the repair
required the use of cables on their bindings, thus limiting their stride.
Towards the end of the traverse they experienced high winds and low
temperatures of -27°C. They reached Kangerdlugssuaq in 20 days, making
the fastest crossing so far that year and at a time when eight crossing parties
had needed rescuing.

Early the following month, on 9 May Petri Miikelii and Petri Vuorenmaa
(Finland) were landed by helicopter at 930m on the Inland Ice and set off
for Qasigiannguit (Christianshaab). During the traverse they lost only one
day to bad weather and in general reported hot sunny conditions with some
whiteout. They encountered the usual problems of exiting the Inland Ice
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on the west side, namely melt water and crevasses which forced them to
abandon pulks and skis some 8km before reaching the ice edge and they
reached Qasigiannguit in 28 days on 6 June.

The 'Neqquajaq' expedition, Staale Samuelsen and Sverre Bollie
(Norway), left Isortoq on 12 May hoping to beat the record for the fastest
crossing, which was established in 2002 at eight days, nine hours. This was
a worthy endeavour since they had 110 years and one plastic hip between
them! Since they anticipated a fast time, their pulks weighed only 59kg
each. On the third day, they met a French party who had had two of their
party helicoptered out and were returning to the coast. On day four, while
they were using sails on the pulks, Sverre's sleeping bag was lost from a
pu1k and its absence not noticed until camp was being made. During the
night the temperature reached -27°C, but Sverre managed to survive that
night and those remaining by the use of all the spare equipment. On the
west coast changeable weather slowed them down and confined them to
their tent for 22 hours. They reac.hed Point 660m (the marker for these
speed skiing crossings) in nine days, four hours, the second fastest crossing.

In mid April a four-man team of Jan van den Broek, Joris Arts, Stef
Verhagen and Peter Verhceven (Netherlands) were landed by helicopter on
the Inland Ice on the east coast. Making some use of sails and kites they
reached the west coast, via the abandoned radar station Dye 2, in 25 days,
two of which were lost due to bad weather at the high point of the crossing.
The party felt they improved the gliding performance of their pulks by
attaching skis to the undersides. They completed their traverse in
comparative luxury, having arranged to be picked up by a vehicle at the
VW test track on the western edge of the ice cap.

ale Martin Martinsen and Jan-Erik Elvestad (Norway) left Kangerd
lugssuaq on 13 May. Despite some whiteout and wet snow conditions they
made good progress each day and reached Isortoq on 7 June.

On 9 June a six-strong party from the Institut Superieur du Commerce
(France) was landed by helicopter on the east coast ice cap. Using pulks
and kites they spent 32 days travelling 650km to Ilullisat on Disko Bay,
which they reached on 11 July after some problems with exiting through
crevasses and meltwater at the edge of the ice cap.

'Cross-Ice 2003' consisting of Dan Aagaard and Mads Kyed (Denmark)
left Kangerdlugssuaq on 10 July, and paid an immediate penalty for their
seasonally late start when they tried to cross the broken and meltwater
eroded western ice cap edge which reduced progress with their 95kg pu1ks
to some 4-7km/day. They had to use crampons for 10 days until it was
possible to put on skis, at which point they had only travelled 60km. Large
meltwater lakes and rivers were crossed using crampons worn over waders.
Meltwater was a problem until 1800m altitude and after 20 days they reached
Dye 2. The weather was generally good and the descent to the east coast
was made to the north of Isortoq to avoid crevassing. The journey was
completed after 38 days on 16 August. The pair, aged 25 and 26, felt that
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they had encountered more harsh conditions than the spring expeditions
but were not so troubled by the storms which caused numerous rescues
earlier in the year.

Jon Bergundhaugen, Thomas Christiansen, Tor Henning Lien, Trygve
Rinde and 0ivin Saanum (Norway) started on 26 July from the Sondre
Steenstrups Brae north of Ammassalik in an attempt to climb Mont Forel
en route to Kangerdlugssuaq. They reached Mont Forel in nine days but
were prevented from summiting the NE ridge due to dangerously sun
softened snow late in the day. On the journey across the ice to Pt 660 they
made some use of skisails and even in late July they experienced low
temperatures at 'night' of -30°C and variable weather. They met the usual
meltwater problems on the western edge of the ice but were helped by
meeting the crew building the ice road to the VW site and reached
Kangerdlugssuaq on 24 August.

The 'Inukshuk-guide across Greenland 2003' Expedition, formed of
Mirjam Delange Alsaker and Thor-Aage Heiberg, (Norway) started up the
glacier at Nagtivit, near Ammassalik, on 29 July in fog and rain. It took
two days to get through the meltwater zone to 700m where they could put
on skis. They had 160kg and food for 33 days on their pulks and on the 8th
day they were above meltwater and all the associated problems. The highest
point on the traverse at 2530m was reached on day 15, up to which point
the weather had been mainly clear. From this point 'down' to Dye 2 and
on, the weather became much more changeable. At Dye 2 conditions were
good enough to enable 72km to be skisailed in one day. As the snow gave
way to bare ice, progress slowed until they joined the VW road and reached
Pt 660m 27 days after starting on 25 August.

East Coast
The four members of the British Australian Torssukatak Spires 2003
Expedition (UK), led by Jon Roberts, chose the Kap Farvel area for their
first visit to Greenland. They put up a number of hard routes during the
July/ August period, all of which were climbed on sight and free.

The eight-person Prins Christian Sund 2003 Expedition (UK) led by Ben
Heason had as its main objective an unnamed granite tower east of
Igdlorsuitt. However, this tower was covered in snow when they arrived in
June and they diverted to make several new routes on Igdlorsuitt Havn
Tower.

Malcolm Thorburn and Douglas Campbell, operating as the Scottish East
Greenland Expedition 2003 (UK), returned to their stomping ground in
the mountain groups inland from Narssarssuak, collected equipment they
had cached on an earlier expedition and set off for objectives identified on
the earlier expedition. However, their plans were thwarted by weather and
snow conditions and although some peaks were climbed they were not the
pair's major objectives.
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The five-woman Wales Greenland 2003 group (UK) to Sehweizerland
in July/ August, led by Sue Savege, was delayed by bad weather but when it
cleared made routes on Tupilak, The Coven, Pt 1720 and R0debjerg
(2l40m).

A three-man group known as Expedition GF3 led by Pavel Krupika
(Czech Republic) made an ascent of the NE Wall of Mont Forel on 19
August, having made the unusual and probably rather difficult approach
starting at Nagtivit and travelling around the head of the Sermilik glacier
basin. The ascent took over 12 hours and involved a 70° ice slope immedi
ately under the summit. The journey out was made via the Paris Glacier
and Femstjernen (a junction of five glaciers which, perhaps as a result of
global warming, seems to be becoming increasingly difficult to cross) to
the Knud Rasmussen Glacier from the snout of which they were collected
by boat.

The British Southern Kangerdlugssuaq Expedition (UK) led by Brian
Davison were flown into their base calllP at l700m at the head of the Nordre
and Sendre Parallelgletsehers in July. From here in a spell of settled weather
the eight-person group was able to climb some 35 peaks.

Bob Dawson took a five person expedition (UK) to Knud Rasmussen
Land, north of the Watkins Mountains, in July. They encountered poor
rock, echoing the broken, layered basalt of the Watkins. As a result,
operating from three camps, they made mainly snow and ice first ascents
of some 20 peaks at the eastern end of the range.

The Scottish Lemon Mountains party (UK) was lO-strong under the
leadership of Graham Stein and was flown in to this now popular area in
June. They established a base camp on the Hedgehog Glacier and operated
in pairs in the area between the Luey and Courtauld Glaciers. They
achieved eight first ascents before rushing to get to the pickup site, only to
find the aircraft delayed.

The Rignys Bjerg group is another area of NE Greenland which has
become relatively popular recently. Martin Bohl took the eight-strong
Midnight Sun 2003 group (UK) there in July. They made 33 ascents in the
Rignys Bjerg massif, many thought to be first ascents, including the highest
peak in the area at 2797m which they named Angissoorsuaq, Greenlandic
for 'the big one'.

Stephen Reid took the four-man SMC Greenland Expedition (UK) to
the Staunings Alps in July to complete unfinished business and attempt
further routes on Dansketinde, the highest peak in the Staunings Alps, the
NW ridge of which he and Jonathan Preston (also on this expedition)
climbed in 1966. Dropped by helicopter at Col Major they first climbed the
'ordinary' route and marked it for future descents. An attempt was then
made on the S ridge but was abandoned under a steep wall at two-thirds
height. The whole party then made an ascent of the SW ridge which was
judged to be TD+. Following a spell of indifferent weather three of the
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party made a further attempt on the S ridge, starting at 4.1Sam. The
'overhanging' wall had reclined a little and went at about Severe, and the
summit was reached at Spm. A slow descent in deep wet snow brought the
team back to base at 1O.30pm.The route was also graded TD+.

Elsewhere on the NE coast Sebastian Rasmussen (Danish) led a four
strong group kayaking from Daneborg to Mestersvig, a 600km stretch of
coast never previously traversed by kayak. The party started in early July
and apart from an unsettled period at the start enjoyed excellent weather,
typical of the 'Arctic Riviera', as this region is known. They encountered
some strong winds and rough seas, but generally conditions were good and
the party enjoyed discovering old Eskimo ruins, German weather stations
from the Second World War and the old trappers' huts which line the coast.
A highlight was the sighting of a pod of eight Bow Head Whales.

The old trappers' huts the previous expedition passed and perhaps used
were once again the subject of a restoration programme under the aegis of
the re-formed Nanok Company, the group which financed many of the
trappers and huts in the 1930s. The team worked on cabins between
Daneborg and Hold With Hope and found that the almost total lack of
drift ice along the east coast has encouraged dramatic coastal erosion. This
has led to one of the largest main hunting station buildings, Memstedhus
on Hochstetter Forland, falling into the sea!

As far north as it is possible to go on land Dennis Schmitt (USA), who
over the past years has roved all over Peary Land in N Greenland, led
another nine-strong team to the area. On an earlier expedition while
searching for Oodaap Island north of Greenland, Dennis and his team
had discovered a small island which became the most northerly land on
earth. This year his party discovered 2km further north another small island.
It lay among the jumbled pack ice and on examination turned out to be
20m long and rising to a majestic 4m above sea level. At 83°42' N it is now
recognised as the most northerly point of land on the globe and apparently
awaits a name.

Note: Expeditions supported by the MEF are also covered in Bill Ruthven's
article 'Mount Everest Foundation Expedition Reports'. It is known that
Tangent Expeditions (UK) and Hvitserk (Norway), the commercial
expedition organisers, have had a number of their parties in Greenland but
they have not supplied any details.
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